DREMEL VERSA FACT SHEET
As the brand’s first-ever powered cleaning tool, the Dremel Versa is a handheld, cordless device
designed for a variety of deep-cleaning applications. With 2,200 RPM of rechargeable power, the Versa
takes care of stubborn household messes and minimizes the amount of manual effort typically required
in heavy-duty cleaning. The tool comes with four easily interchangeable accessories that can be used to
clean everything from car tires and patio furniture to kitchen pans and stove tops.
Dremel Versa Kit at a Glance:
 PC10-01 4V Max Dremel Versa Power Cleaner
 White Melamine Easer Pad for gentle multi-purpose applications
 Blue Non-Scratch Pad for surfaces that need extra scrubbing
 Bristle Brush for getting into small and tight areas
 Brown Heavy-Duty Pad for those grimy and stubborn stains
Dremel® Versa Product Features and Strengths:
 Fastest cleaning tool with 2,200 RMPs that does the hard work so you don’t have to
 Rechargeable lithium-ion battery provides superior and consistent speed to tackle jobs
anywhere
 USB adapter provides the fastest charge so the tool is ready when you are
 Accessory changes are quick and easy with the hook and loop system and retractable splash
guard, allowing an easy switch between indoor and outdoor, and dry and wet applications
 Compact and ergonomic design fits comfortably in one hand, while textured soft-grip offers
comfort and control even in tight spaces
Dremel Versa Top Applications At a Glance:
• Car Wheel Hub (Bristle Brush)
• Shower Glass Door and Tubs (White Melamine Eraser Pad)
• Shower Tile Grout and Sink Faucets (Bristle Brush)
• Metal Patio Furniture – Rust Removal (Heavy Duty Brown Pad )
• Stove and Countertops (White Melamine Eraser Pad )
• Inside the Oven (Non-Scratch Blue Pad)
• Grill Exterior (Non-Scratch Blue Pad)
• Shoes (White Melamine Eraser Pad )
• Exterior of Pots/Pans (Heavy Duty Brown Pad )
The Dremel Versa is available online and in store at select retail locations (MSRP $49.97 USD). For more
information, visit www.Dremel.com.
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